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"Appropriate or Appropriation" Missed the Point
Cultural appropriation is just
borrowing something from another
culture. “Offensive” appropriation
occurs when the culture that is
doing the adopting has oppressed,
subordinated, or otherwise abused
the culture from which it is adopting
ideas, dress, etc.
This is such a broad definition that
it’s hard to possibly see what couldn’t
be offensive cultural appropriation.
Every idea in the world is borrowed
in some capacity (as Oscar Wilde
put it so eloquently— “Most people
are other people. Their thoughts
are someone else’s opinions, their
lives a mimicry, their passions a
quotation,”) and, I’m sorry to say,
that white “Western” culture has
oppressed just about everyone else
at some point in time. So should
this mean that, in order to respect
other cultures, we need to burn our
yoga mats and chevron shirts, cease
to consume ethnic foods, and stop
doing math…because the arabic
numerals we use were developed
by Indian mathematicians? India is
where yoga comes from. If yoga is

cultural appropriation, so is math.
I propose that the answer is no. I
look at this much in the same way
I look at my frustration with our
patriarchal society as a feminist. I
could point out ten things to you,
in almost any piece of pop culture,
that are degrading to women and
that support the sexist institutions
that our country (and, arguably, the
world) is practically built on. But, I
don’t. I don’t because it’s exhausting
and because whining is not making a
difference. If anything, it builds antagonism toward feminists. If someone says something that is overtly
offensive, or has repercussions that
could be immediately harmful to
women, I speak up. But otherwise,
I acknowledge that it’s wrong, and
move on, seeking to make a difference in other ways.
I also propose that those who
constrain a specific way of dress like
that exhibited in a “gangsta” themed
party, or brand of music like “trap,”
to a specific race where it is closely
associated or originated, are moving
us further backwards than the frater-

nity brothers who are choosing the
music and themes for their parties
in the first place. To get to a place
where people of all backgrounds
could enjoy the music and dress of
different backgrounds from their
own would be a move toward a place
where we no longer pigeonhole or
stereotype, would it not?
Our lives are made richer by the
influences of customs, dress and
food from backgrounds and cultures
different from our own. Purging our society of them for fear of
someone taking offense is a terrible
idea. There will always be those who
are insensitive and don’t give credit
where credit is due, but a good many
people do appreciate the cultures
from which they are influenced.
In fact, the influences of cultures
apart from our own actually help us
become more informed, sensitive
and thoughtful and in turn support
those who need it. Too much fear of
offensive appropriation is not a good
thing. Cross cultural exchange makes
us stronger as a society.

SYDNEY SCHAEDEL (College '18)
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HIGHBROW

DISPATCH: YOUNG PROFESSIONALS NIGHT AT
THE BARNES FOUNDATION
On Friday, January 30th, the Barnes Foundation hosted the Young Professionals Night, an evening vintage vaudeville, art and pork belly buns. And Street
spent getting down to DJ Adrian Hardy's sickest beats with Philly's young elite.
7:32pm: Sip on shitty beer at
home while waiting for friend
to get ready. Is this what it feels
like to be part of the Philadelphia Society?
7:47pm: Continue to feel selfconcious. Rip two shots and
question whether or not I’m
pregaming this classy–ass event
too aggressively.

8:20pm: Wander around
the reception and attempt to
mingle. There’s a surprisingly
attractive crowd.
8:25pm: Need more liquid
courage and go to the bar for
a second drink. Order another
Long Island. Sip, regurgitate,
swallow and repeat.

9:05pm: Migrate to the dance
floor. Start to grind, which
seems mildly inappropriate.
How can something so wrong
feel so right?
9:10pm: Girl dancing next
to me says, “It smells like
pork and cookies.” Strangely
enough, she’s correct.

8:27pm: Fellow young professional hears me say, “vagina.”
Uncomfortable eye contact
ensues.

9:16pm: Getting sweaty on
the dance floor. Take off jacket asks, “Excuse me, are you Sam
and put it under the DJ booth, Smith?” Clear no, but I’m still
skeptical.
Smokes style.

8:11pm: Arrive at the Barnes.
Beeline to the bar after going
to coat check.

8:30pm: Enter gallery. Miró,
Miró, on the wall—who’s the
drunkest of them all? Me.

8:12pm: Order Long Island
iced tea.

8:40pm: Time for a bathroom
break. Someone next to me
moans. The cause? Unclear.

9:25pm: Dancing girl tries to
steal the DJ’s bottle of champagne and is quickly reprimands her. Drink, up thirsty
DJ.

9:55pm: Music slowing down.
Event ends at 10pm, but we
young professionals don’t want
to leave. Stay with me, Sam
Smith?

9:30 p.m.: Sam Smith look–
a–like enters the dance floor.
Wait, is that Sam Smith?

10:01pm: Someone in line at
the coat check asks, “what was
your favorite painting?” Lol.

9:42pm: Girl goes up to
Sam Smith look–a–like and

10:07pm: Uber driver asks
about the destination. “To the
Copabanana.”

8:48pm: DJ on stage plays
“Animals.” Maybe this is as fun
as a college party, after all?

THEROUNDUP
Our weekend was filled with all types
of bowls: Super Bowl, Wing Bowl and a
Chipotle burrito bowl. Highbrow likes it
hot, so pile on your most picanté salsa.
Hopefully, you can handle some serious
spice, because this week our gossip has a
kick to it.
Have ewe herd the latest gossip about
Pi Lam(b)? Sources tell us that one
mystery student created a fake Facebook
account disguised as a frat member. The
mastermind proceeded to disseminate
the fraternity’s “traditions” and "secrets."
The rat leaked this coveted info to the
frat members and rando Penn students
alike. Looks like North Korea continues
to wage cyber–warfare. Highbrow is

swearing off kimchi in solidarity.
Sick of classes already? A sophomore
girl got a little queasy on Locust Walk en
route to class. Highbrow hears that our
friend bent over and yacked in a bush
near Annenberg. The only person to offer
their services was a kind Penn maintenance employee. Highbrow hopes she
gave a generous tip—tuition doesn’t cover
this kind of cleanup.
Being Penn royalty, we never like to get
our hands dirty. Highbrow leaves that to
the peasants. At a frat party this weekend,
a group of sceney freshman decided to
form a human pyramid that would make
even the Egyptians jealous. Our mole tells
us that after an unsuccessful attempt, one

at

Theos frosh 1: Can
we get those girls from
the Model UN thing
to come to our party?
They’re like juniors in
high school.
Theos frosh 2: Bro, I
NEED it.

7:54pm: Hop into an Uber
XL—ready to arrive at the
Barnes in a mediocre SUV.

8:13pm: Definitely the only
person at this 500+ person
event drinking a Long Island.
Cheers.

over
heard
PENN

drunk girl became frustrated and started
to cry. (Ed. note: For her mummy?) Tut tut,
we hope these girls made a quick exodus to
avoid any further embarrassment.
Speaking of Jews fleeing bad situations,
it looks like AEPi will not be returning to
campus this semester. Although the national organization supports the chapter, Penn
has yet to approve. Highbrow promises to
challah at you with an update soon.
The Round Up is a gossip column and the stories
are gathered though tips and word of mouth. Although we verify all the information in the Round
Up with multiple sources, the column should be
regarded as campus buzz and not as fact.

International playa:
Americans are actually
really cool, because
they never want to
date.
Student in Platt Performing Arts: 4 dudes
and 4 girls, I kid you
not. I think I burned
2000 calories.
Sing–it–sister: “I’d be
happy with no job, no
kids and just a jacuzzi.”
Girl with really hard
problems: I have four
"super days" on Friday,
so I don't know what
to do.

JUST
THE
TIP
;)

highbrow@34st.com
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WORD ON THE STREET

word
on
the
STREET

A BROADENING EDUCATION
The deadline for most study abroad applications is quickly approaching, but not everyone will be
hitting submit on the 15th. WOTS does double–time this week, bringing you perspectives on Penn
Abroad from both sides of the Atlantic.

W

alking into the austere, Soviet–
like Penn Abroad building fills
me with dread. The grim architecture
and gloomy weather must be bad
omens. I arrive on time for my thirty–
minute appointment slot, check in
with the receptionist and take a seat
in the DMV–esque waiting room. My
program advisor greets me twenty–five
minutes later.
The meeting’s even worse than the
wait. All my questions are met with
vague answers: “The acceptance rate
depends on how many people apply.”
Thanks, but couldn't you say the same
thing about Penn’s acceptance rate?
She asks how many classes I plan to
take pass/fail. When I respond “none,”
she replies, “I always ask because some
students wonder if they can take all
classes pass/fail.” Well, I want to study
in Spain, not drink my way through
the continent. I’m not trying to be
part of an expensive party, but the
Penn Global clearly doesn’t expect me
to take my academics seriously outside
of Penn.
My program advisor tries to dissuade me from studying abroad by
harping on the grading differences
between Spain and the US: "Getting
a B/B+ is considered quite good in
Spain." If I’m not prepared to receive
worse grades than I do at Penn, I
shouldn’t apply.
Despite the string of pessimistic
warnings, she can’t answer most of my

4
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academic questions. I'd have to schedule another appointment for that.
Penn Abroad believes 'studying
abroad is one of the most exciting opportunities available to a Penn undergrad.' The university touts its strong
programs, but I've heard students
challenge this tagline as soon since I
started the application process. Penn
Abroad’s options are deceiving—many
have strict foreign language requirements or only enroll students from a
specific school. I lived in Spain for a
year of high school and wanted to go
back.
But abroad programs charge full
Penn tuition, with some programs
adding additional costs. Many international schools cost less than Penn, but
the university refuses to lose precious
tuition money. At that price point,
studying abroad should be an experience as exceptional as attending Penn.
We, the students, value and glamorize the abroad experience, whether it’s
for Ibiza's club scene, a weekend in
Bordeaux, or “self–discovery." Many
of my friends will be abroad and I feel
pressured to leave, because I don't
want to be stranded. Solo trips to
Copa seem like an execrable alternative to exploring Europe with my
friends. Of course, traveling would
be fun—the social media storm of
Oktoberfest pics last semester proved
that. But the payoff doesn't feel worth
the price.
Study abroad offers an education
out of the classroom—something you
don’t necessarily receive at Penn. I still
believe there is more to education than
what you can get from a textbook, regardless of the language. I’m just lucky
enough that I don’t have to leave Penn
to get the education that comes inside
and outside the classroom.
My abraod application remains open
and blank. I have a feeling it’ll stay
that way.
CONOR COOK

P

enn Abroad started flirting with my friends and me
halfway through sophomore year. Though I didn’t have
a burning desire to go abroad, backpacking through Europe
seemed way more appealing than backpacking down Locust,
so I decided to look into my options.
The world will try to tell you that being an English major
is a death sentence, but Penn Abroad will give you a hug and
say, “Thank you, you idiot!” The Penn English Program in
London (PEPL), an abroad program specifically for English
majors and minors, sees to it that every class you take at
King’s College counts towards your major—no arguing or
bribing academic advisors necessary. A Penn professor comes
to London with you, where he or she will take you on day
trips and out for dinner on Penn’s dime. There’s also the
theatre workshop: you see 12 shows over the course of the semester and critique them with Michael Billington, renowned
theatre critic of The Guardian. (Google him, he’s big shit.)
Oh, and after every show? Drinks on Penn.
In the four months that I was in Europe, I went to more
than twenty art museums. I spent a night in the Paris airport.
I sang “Ein Prosit” at Oktoberfest. I got lost in Venice. I
made my own gelato in Florence. I stayed out in Barcelona
until 6am. I found the best chocolate shop in Belgium. I
tried absinthe and didn’t hallucinate. I saw Will & Kate in
the flesh. I ordered something called “The Monster” at an
Amsterdam bakery. I finally saw Les Mis onstage and consequently sobbed throughout the entire second act.
If you go abroad, you will have one less semester at Penn.
You will be very far away from home. You will most likely
spend all of your money, and you will probably gain weight.
Also, you will completely forget what exams are and how to
study for them.
But if I could, I would do it all over again.
JULIA LIEBERGALL

ILLUSTRATION BY AMY CHEN

EGO

Tiffany Valentiny (College ‘15) and
Ciara Stein (College ’15)
Tiffany and Ciara are twins turned besties. They spent the summer
in New York together and most people just assumed they were
sisters.

EGO DOES

Zander Lopez (Wharton ‘18) and
Matt Windsor (College ‘16)
Ego introduced these symmetrical soulmates. And
thank god we did. As Zander said, “Good looks like this
only happen once in a while.”

Sophi Lukes (Nursing ’18) and
Zoe Stern (College '18)
These best friends consider themselves long–lost sisters.
Zoe went to visit Sophi in Florida over break, and even
Sophi’s friends from home confused the girls.

DOPPELGÄNGERS

Call them double trouble. These Quakers have found their long–
lost twins at Penn, Annie and Hallie Parker style. Can you tell them
apart?

Adam Marquadt (College '17) and Julia Levitan (College '17)
These good sports are our only boy/girl doppelgänger pair. Julia's friends have taken to calling
him "Male Julia" whenever they see him around.

Max Newberger (Engineering '17) and Jeffrey Silver (College '17)
These two frat brothers stick to a look–a–like bro code, whenever girls confuse them at
parties, they always promise to play along. We wonder if they’ve ever pulled a switch….

Jessi Yackey (College ’16) and Caitlin Clapacs (College '16)
These ginger twins have been getting confused for one another since freshman year.
If you mix them up, don't worry—your face won't get as red as their hair.

Amy Gutmann and Hallie Brookman (College '17)
Sister–sister or mother–daughter? In case you’re wondering, Amy knows about her mini–me,
and they’ve taken a photo together. We're thinking it'd make an excellent Christmas card—or
at least a mega–popular Instagram.
F E B R U A R Y 5 , 2 01 5 3 4 T H S T R E E T M A G A Z I N E
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EGO

EGOOF THE WEEK: ANDRES MARTINEZ

This bilingual Bloody Mary took an intermission from his busy schedule to show us the man beneath the mask
(and wig).
From: Ecuador, but has
lived in NJ for the past 10
years
Age: 22
Activities: The Mask and
Wig Club (Cast Member,
Recruiting Chair), SPEC
(Treasurer, Executive
Board Member, Liaison to
SPEC Concerts and SPEC
Film), Wharton Leadership Ventures (Board
Member), LGBT Center
(Program Assistant), Carriage Senior Society
School: Wharton
Major: OPIM

Street: Tell us about Mask
and Wig, what do you love
most about it?
Andres Martinez: In high
school, I did a lot of theater
and then, to come here to
this environment of all–male,
all–jokey has been the most
eye–opening thing. I enjoy
not taking everything too
seriously, but still putting on
something that we can be
proud of.
Street: What’s your favorite
part you've ever played?
AM: I would say I’m having
a lot of fun with Bloody
Mary. She’s a warm, kind
of Mary Poppins character,

Roses are red.
Violets are blue.
BEER IS AWESOME.
happy valentine’s day from
springfield beer
distributor
22nd & Washington

we deliver!

215-546-7301

so we call her Bloody Mary
Poppins.

time I karaoke, I’m like, 'So,
who wants to be my Jasmine?'

Street: We heard you’re on a
crazy no–carb diet. What’s
that all about?
AM: It really works! I started
in November and up until now
my goal every day is to eat 25
grams of carbs or less. So I’ve
been doing no carbs, no sugars.
It’s weird, but that’s what I’m
known for now. I’ve become,
somehow, the Guru of Low–
Carb.

Street: Tell us about your
milkshake obsession.
AM: I used to work at Barclays over the summer. I made
some money, so I was like,
'I’m going to treat everyone
to milkshakes.' I started doing
that every day. It just became
a thing—I was the milkshake
boy. But I had to stop because
my wallet was just draining and
my body was the worst it’s ever
been. So that is literally what
started my low–carb diet.

Street: What was your first
AIM screenname?
AM: It was Andres4you. I was
super precocious. Like, is it
sexual? Is it not? (Ed. note: It is.)
Street: What’s your best
karaoke song?
AM: I always want to duet “A
Whole New World." So every

Street: Does your milkshake
bring all the boys to the yard?
AM: I hope so!
This interview has been edited
and condensed. Masks. .

Andres in and out of his mask and
wig for this spring's show, A Comedy
of Terrors.

WIGS. MASKS. TOMFOOLERY.
34ST.COM.

Look smart.
Haircut and
Shave Packages
$40

JOSEPH ANTHONY
HAIR SALON

make your appointment today
(215) 222-9252 • 3743 Walnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19104
www.josephanthonyhairsalon.com
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MUSIC

YOU NEED TO LISTEN TO THIS: JMSN
New "PBR&B" artist JMSN is not only leading the game, he's also making up the rules.

One of the trendiest
genres these days is PBR&B,
which is the PBR-drinking
scenester's dark and melodic twist version on classic
rhythm & blues. Thankfully,
the genre sounds better than
its alcohol namesake tastes.
Frank Ocean, Miguel and
The Weeknd have dominated
the subgenre by employing
heavy pop influences and
unconventional song structures, while simultaneously
breaking the hearts of the
Tumblr generation along the
way. Now, imagine those guys
were abducted from their
Bonnaroo tents by aliens and
mind–melded together with
Justin Timberlake to produce
a superhuman musical genius.
That cyborg offspring would
be JMSN.
Born Christian Berishaj, the
Albanian–American heartthrob grew up just outside of
Detroit and made music using
the pseudonyms Snowhite
and Christian TV before
becoming JMSN, pronounced
like the whiskey. The new
moniker is fitting because
listening to his music is the

aural equivalent of downing a
bottle of the good stuff while
crying about your ex. But in
the best way possible.
Don’t take my word for it.
On the meta track “Jameson”
from his debut album Priscilla, JMSN sings: “I’m drinking
Jameson by myself / thinking
about what we could’ve had
/ but nothing else seems to
help / everything just makes
me sad.”
The relatability in his
music strikes you the second
he opens his mouth, even if
you’ve never been in a relationship half as destructive as
the one he describes.
The phrase “mood music”
is silly, but listening to JMSN
can definitely put you in a
certain state of mind. His
ability to cover a large range
of emotions in just a few
verses differenciates from the
average beanie-wearing bro.
“Street Sweeper” off his
latest album JMSN (The Blue
Album) is powerful enough to
make you propose to the next
person who messages you on
Tinder.
Similarly, “Girl I Used To

Know” will have you grooving
down Locust with the confidence of a freshman who just
hit “submit” on their writing
seminar portfolio.
And of course, we have his
signature move: the tearjerker.
“Jameson Pt. II", for example,
could make you so sensitive
you’ll cry the next time you
miss the walk light at 38th
and Walnut. While the sob–
fest might be his strong suit,
JMSN covers all the bases
your emotionally unstable self
could need.
If you’re even a casual fan of
hip–hop, you’ve already heard
JMSN. And you didn't even
know that. He's backed vocals
on four tracks from Kendrick
Lamar’s Good Kid, M.A.A.d
City, including “Bitch, Don’t
Kill My Vibe.”
He’s also collaborated with
Kendrick’s labelmate Ab–Soul
multiple times. He produced
the track “Nibiru” and his vocals were featured on “You’re
Gone” and “W.R.O.H.” He
even appeared on The Game’s
“Pray” with J. Cole.
Clearly, he has the ability to adapt his sound to

Photo via Red Bull Studios Los Angeles
mainstream hip–hop without
damaging his solo career.
Calling JMSN a darker
Timberlake makes sense on
a superficial level. But before
writing him off as a hipster
JT, give his deep and versatile
talent a chance. All three of
JMSN’s projects were entirely
self–produced and self–written.
When you listen to one of
his albums, you can instantly
connect to his thought

process because his final product is authentic and personal.
In an increasingly over–saturated PBR&B market, JMSN
stands out for both his raw
talent and his relatability.
Catch JMSN in Philly
on February 13th at
Johnny Brenda’s.
MARK PARASKEVAS

honest. You've already started skipping class. Or maybe you haven't bothered showing up yet.
YOUR WEEK IN MUSIC Be
Either way, put your free time to good use and check out what's good in Philly music this week.

WHAT TO SEE:

't

• On Thursday night (Feb. 5), the music blog Rock
On Philly is hosting Bubblegum's Eve at MilkBoy.
Singer–songwriters, bubbles, bubblegum shots, and
creamsicle cocktails: what else could you possibly want?
• The First Unitarian Church of Philadelphia is one
the coolest places to catch a show, and this Sunday
(Feb. 8) Parquet Courts is taking the stage. Street fell
in love with these Brooklyn DIY–ers when they played
PhilaMOCA and World Café Live last semester. Even
the biblically–challenged should trek to First Unitarian
this weekend.

WHAT TO LISTEN TO:
• The Districts, who are Philly–based, just released
their first full–length album, A Flourish And A Spoil,
on an NPR stream. If you have too much dignity to
spend your Valentine’s Day at the Rave watching Fifty
Shades, The Districts are hitting up Union Transfer
next Saturday night (Feb. 14).
• Nothing feels better than a bit of raw, unadulterated girl power. Sleater–Kinney’s reunion album No
Cities To Love came out last week, and we’ve been
rocking out ever since.

WHAT TO BRING UP IN
CONVERSATION TO SOUND
CULTURED:
• It’s not the Eighties anymore, but
Morrissey is up to his old tricks. On
Monday, the iconic Smiths frontman
cancelled a show in Iceland because the
venue serves meat. If the Smiths taught
us anything, it's that Meat Is Murder.
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by Ariela Osuna
he May 18th graduation
T
date is looming over Antonia
Green’s head. When the Swedish

-A non-immigrant visa that allows
individuals to study within the United
States

-Work authorization for a maxium of 12
months after completion of a degree
-Months can be used during schooling
for internships
-Takes 2-3 months to obtain

senior turns her tassel on Commencement day, she'll cut her ties
from the United States.
“I just assumed that once you
got into a country you could stay,”
Antonia says.
It’s easy for international
students to believe that once they
step on Locust Walk, they’re here
to stay. While some are able stick
around, others face deportation.
At the end of four years, many
international students wish they
had the gold and blue passport to
freedom—freedom to stay in the
United States.
After graduation, Antonia will
be returning to Europe, where she
hopes to get a job in marketing or
PR. “If it was a more seamless process, I would love to stay,” she said.

Y

-A work authorization that requires a
school credit to be completed along
side a summer employment.

8
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ou don’t get to pick where
you were born. And yet, your
birthplace has more power to
determine your professional career
more than your degree. An Ivy
League education doesn't open
nearly as many doors for international students as you'd expect.
Just look at PennLink: 72 out
of 86 companies participating
in the Spring 2015 Career Fair
are “not interested in speaking to
international students.” Gap Inc.,
The New York Times, Comcast
and other powerhouse American
corporations make up the 84% of
recruiters who refuse to acknowledge the international talent on
campus.
On the other hand, Penn makes

a substantial effort to admit a
diverse student body. Over 1,000
international students hailing
from over 100 different countries
diversify Penn’s undergraduate
population.
International students, like
Antonia, come to Penn thinking
their diplomas will guarantee them
a spot in the American workforce.
As their academic worksheets fill
up, they realize that to stay in the
US they need to do much more
than the standard 36–credit curriculum.
Forms, applications and paperwork extend long hours in Van
Pelt already dedicated to problem
sets and midterm papers.
After graduation, international
students can only stay for twelve
months under the Optional
Practical Training (OPT) work
authorization. The OPT falls
under the student visa that allows
international students to study in
the States.
Some students, like Bharat
Ganju, a College senior from
Abu Dhabi, turn to the Curriculum Practical Training (CPT) to
complete summer internships. The
CPT allows students to obtain
academic credit from Penn for
their internships in the States. For
Wharton students, it’s easy to get
courses approved that relate to the
internship they’re completing. For
Bharat, however, to intern at an
investment bank as a College student, he had to balance long hours
at the office with writing a 25–30
page research assignment.
In order for a student to stay
for a year under the OPT, an
employer files an application for
a full–time work visa on his or
her behalf. From there, getting a

visa is a long shot. The government grants these visas through a
lottery system. The odds of getting
one are usually one in two, and
if graduates don’t hit the jackpot,
they have two months to leave the
US.

e should be perfect for
“W
jobs in this industry.
We’ve been trained here. We know

how the system works,” Antonia
argued. “But [the government is]
so eager to make us leave.”
And it can. The federal government issues far fewer work visas
than student visas, a legislative
discrepancy that forces students to
pack up and leave.
While going through On Campus Recruiting (OCR), Antonia
found it difficult to distinguish
which companies would be willing
to sponsor her to apply for a work
visa. “It’s not necessarily transparent what companies are willing
to do it and which ones are not,”
Antonia explained. “It’s not on
PennLink, so there’s no real way of
knowing what’s accessible to you
and what’s not.”
Most students interviewed
wished they’d known sooner
how to navigate the immigration
system. According to Antonia, “All
of the information we have about
OPT and CPT is word–of–mouth
by older students.”
“A lot of students are coming in
that may not be as pre–professional. They can’t even be sure about
what they want to study,” pointed
out Barbara Hewitt, the Senior Associate Director of Career Services
at Wharton. ”It’s hard for them to

jump four years ahead and think,
‘Where am I going to work?’”
Career Services and the International Student and Scholar
Services (ISSS) hold workshops
and send out emails, but ultimately students need to filter out the
white noise in their inboxes and
seek out professional advice.
Gery Parloiu, a Huntsman
senior from Romania, acknowledged, “I know [ISSS] has an
OPT info session. I got an email
about it. I think that’s good on
their part. On the other hand,
I just got an email from them
last week—” Gery pulled out his
phone and read the headlines to
these emails—“American football
101, Driving in the US Workshop,
Class Participation Strategies.”

merican life is on a timetable
A
for these students. Every
week spent interning or work-

ing in the US is one less they can
spend here after graduation.
Renata Giarola, who came to
Penn from Brazil to study economics, didn’t realize the implications of this process until her
senior year. During the summers
between her sophomore and
junior years, Renata interned at
Goldman Sachs’ New York office. Her internships used up six
months of her twelve month OPT
time allowance.
To graduate in the fall of her
senior year, Renata sacrificed
electives to enter the lottery in the
2014 cycle. “If I was in Wharton, that would’ve been different,
because I could’ve used CPT,” Renata explained. “But the College
doesn’t offer that possibility. So I

just had to use OPT and that just
screwed me over,” Renata said.
After graduation, Renata
decided to go back to Brazil to do
consulting for an international
branch of McKinsey, despite four
US job offers.
“I was thinking to myself: I
really do want to stay here,” she
remembered. “That being said, I
didn’t want to have to go through
this gamble.”

I

t’s easy to assume that the pre–
professional atmosphere at Penn
encourages students to go into
finance or consulting. But for international students, those careers
can be the only options.
Carolyn Lim, a junior from Singapore, initially wanted to work at
a startup. But these smaller firms
rarely have the resources or capital
to sponsor international students.
While she came to Penn thinking she didn’t want to do anything
related to finance or consulting,
Carolyn said, “just the fact that
the opportunities elsewhere are
limited, I applied to tech consulting and tech roles within finance.”
“We want students to do whatever they would like to do, but
ultimately it’s up to employers on
what they want to sponsor for the
[full–time work] visa,” Dr. Hewitt
from Career Services explained.
“The larger firms are more likely
to sponsor because they have lawyers on staff. They know how to
do it. It’s fairly routine for a lot of
them,” she said. “For small art museums, other kinds of places—they
might have no idea how to do it.”
The only employer Antonia

found willing to hire international
students in her field of interest
told her that they would pull the
money from her entry–level salary
to sponsor her. Sponsorship can
clock in at around $5,000.
Antonia sighed, “Already, New
York is so expensive. If I can do
the same thing in London and not
have to deal with all of that, of
course I’m going back.”

Gery encountered a large consulting firm that refused to hire
internationals. “If you apply as
an international,” he explained,
“[employers] tell you, ‘Well, you’re
an international, we basically won’t
let you start work until you have
everything sorted out with your
work visa.’”
“[Being an international student] just puts you at an automatic disadvantage,” Carolyn added.

hile interning in London
ourteen percent of the students
W
during the summer after
F
in the current freshman class
his junior year, Huntsman senior
are international. Penn attracts a
Gery heard stories of some of his
international friends who graduated from Penn, worked in New
York for a year and then were
forced to transfer to London after
an unsuccessful visa application.
At large multinational firms,
internationals who can’t obtain a
work visa to stay in the US can
move to London or a different
city abroad for a year. Afterwards,
they can return to New York
or elsewhere in the country, as
an internal transfer within the
company—not through the lottery
system. But three years of instability is a high price to pay just to
stay in the country.
Packing up and switching cities
isn't pleasant, especially in intense
entry–level jobs. To do so, recent
graduates have to break leases and
avoid getting two–year phone
contracts.
It can be a hassle for their employers, too. “They find it disruptive if you work in New York one
year and then you have to transfer
to London,” Gery said.
While going through OCR,

diverse student body. But for some
students after graduation, college
becomes just another stamp on
their passport.
“Most of the internationals
are paying full tuition,” Bharat
said. “For them, it’s like, ‘Well, I
just spent $160,000 to come and
then just go home to get the job I
could’ve gotten by just staying at
home and paying way less.’”
In the end, it’s all up in the air.
Zeynep Arican, a Wharton senior
from Turkey, got an offer to work
in New York for the Bank of
Tokyo–Mitsubishi, an employer
who’s willing to sponsor her for
a full–time work visa. Zeynep
doesn’t plan on going home after
graduation—at least, not unless
she needs to. But that’s not in her
hands.
“Sometimes,” she concluded,
“it’s a tough decision, because
you’re not deciding to go back.
Someone else is deciding for you.”

Ariela Osuna is a junior studying architecture and urban real estate and development from Tijuana, Mexico. She is the
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FILM & TV

street@sundance
So Street went to the 2015 Sundance Film Festival

CAROLINE MARQUES & GRETA BALDWIN

Yeah, we spent January 21-29 in Park City, Utah at Sundace—the only place in the world where you get into clubs wearing flannel or where a pint of beer is less than 3% alcohol by volume. For two weeks, filmmakers from all around the
world and Hollywood’s finest invaded Park City’s theaters, coffee shops and dive bars. Street set out to discover how
the freezing ski–town comes alive to welcome upcoming, daring and innovative films.
Want to know more? Just have your people call our people.

HOT SPOTS

Street takes on the coolest places to be at Sundance. And celebrates our run-in with James Franco.

1. Panel: Student Ignite Panel about the film industry featuring WME’s Ryan
Feldman, NYLON’s Shruti Ganguly and Cinetic Media’s Linzee Troubh
2. Discovery: Davanza’s for its cheap carnitas tacos and “full–strength” beer
3. Exhibit: Virtual Reality (everyone knows it’s the future)
4. Bar: The Spur Bar & Grill
5. Theater: Eccles Theater
6. Invite: James Franco’s after party
7. Premiere: I Am Michael

BRAND NEW
Student
Apartments!
Enjoy granite kitchens with
all appliances, custom private
bathrooms, hardwood floors,
Flat Screen TVs in family rooms,
alarm systems, front door
monitors, fire sprinkler systems.

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE
for all tenants to and from
campus every 45 minutes!
38th & Spring Garden: 3BR, 3BTH – starting at $1,895.00
38th & Hamilton: 3BR, 3BTH – starting at $2,000.00
38th & Hamilton: 3BR, 2BTH – starting at $1,950.00

All are FURNISHED, and have a FITNESS CENTER & STUDY ROOM!

Limited Availability. Call today!
855-205-0500 | universityrealtyapartments.com
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FILM & TV

MOST MEMORABLE MOMENTS

We asked a variety of personalities what particular moment epitomized their Sundance 2015 experience. Here’s what they had to say—plus more online at 34st.com.
Xander Brown, Penn
student, Philadelphia
(PA):
"The awards party: from the top
A–list star to the up–and–coming director, everyone in the
industry side made the films
and the festival the focus of this
week. It was so cool to experience Hollywood in that way. Everyone involved with these films
was really accessible and willing
to share their insights from the
filmmaking experience."

Julie Young, Penn
alum and Associate
Producer at Emblematic Group, Los
Angeles (CA):

Cash Knight, doorman at The Spur
Bar & Grill, Park City:

"On Sunday, we had Andry Frasco playing live
and I look up on stage and this very drunk young
lady had started to take all of her clothes off on
"Because I was an associate
the stage, so we get her off to escort her out of
producer a Virtual Reality
the bar. Outside, she gets very verbally confronfilm in the New Frontier cat- tational and one of the managers at the door tells
egory, we had to spend all day her she can’t go in. She swears back saying, “you
helping people get the classes let me the fuck in the bar”, reaches back and slaps
on and walk through a room. him. As serendipitous as it could possibly be, two
James Franco came in and
police offers walk around the corner as she does so
my job was to keep him from and whisk her off to jail for the night."
running into walls!"

Q&A WITH CHARLIE CARVER OF

I AM MICHAEL

One thing's for sure, he’s as cute when he’s standing two
inches away from your face as he is on Teen Wolf and
Desperate Housewives.
Film & TV chatted with Charlie
Carver of Teen Wolf and Desperate Housewives about his upcoming role as Tyler in Justin Kelly’s
directorial debut, I Am Michael.
The film is generating buzz on the
festival circuit for a particularly
steamy threesome scene between
Carver, James Franco and Zachary
Quinto.

Street: What were your biggest
takeaways from working with
such established names as James
Franco and Gus Van Sant?
Charlie Carver: Ehen it comes to
those kinds of [established] names,
they’re people who really care about
the material and content. They’re
up there for a reason. I’ve
been taking in a lot of information and observing how
everyone behaves on set and
approaches story. It’s been one
of the best learning experiences of my life.
Street: The director mentioned that the film is about
the desire to belong. How is
the theme of identity portrayed in I Am Michael?
CC: James just does such a
good job and the story does
such a good job of bringing about [the concept] that
identity is something that can

be incredibly comforting in giving
you a true sense of belonging. It
can also be limiting and is something that you might not necessarily be able to stick with. As we
change over time, sometimes those
identities and labels we have to
shed. What’s controversial about a
statement like that is the comparison to what ends up happening to
Michael Gladstone in the film.
Street: Can you think of a moment on set that really epitomizes
your experience with the film?

Junior talent agent: The hardest part
about Sundance isn’t getting into parties, it’s getting your fucking phone
charged.
International producer: Sundance is
the shit. I’m fucking done with threehour Cannes movies.
Uber driver: Your seat? Yeah, you’re
sitting where Common just sat.
Sundance volunteer: Park City? Man,
it’s the fucking wild, wild, wild west
out here.
Publicist: I can get you into Franco’s
after–party, but you have to pretend to
be an MTV exec.
Bouncer from Park City Live: Didn’t
you have a British accent when you
walked in?
Pennsylvania stand–up comedian:
You go to Penn? Just go in—this sushi
bar is crawling with Wharton grads.
Reporter: So this is all I get with four
fucking years of journalism school?

CC: It was three days into shooting
the film–we were out on the water
playing chicken–the game you play
on the shoulders. All of a sudden
this huge flock of Canadian geese
just flew over us and we all looked
afterwards to see if the camera had
panned up and caught it. It just felt
like an auspicious moment where
the environment, Long Island, was
on our side and in that moment I
saw we were really going to tell this
story.

LA frat star: You know you’re in Utah
when the menu includes “full strength
beers.”

Street attended the red carpet premiere of I Am Michael on January
29th during the 2015 Sundance
Film Festival in Park City, Utah.

Park City waiter: My brother owes
me hundreds for bailing him out. I’m
fucked, because I also owe my ex sixty
dollars to clean out her carpet. Yeah,
he headbutted me and broke my nose,
so now there’s a ton of blood everywhere.

This interview has been condensed
and edited.

James Franco: Every year that I get to
do one, two or maybe three projects
that are things that, maybe, wouldn’t
have been made if I hadn’t come
along, that’s a victory.
Park City local: Let me show you my
chest tattoo. Oh, by the way, do you
want some pills?
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FOOD & DRINK

PHILLY FOOD INSTAS YOU SHOULD FOLLOW
Yes, this is the account your friend
told you about. Yes, it's fucking awesome, and yes, your Instagram will
probably never be as great, no matter
how many #brunch pics you upload.
Run by College senior Amanda
Shulman, @StayHungree boasts over
4,000 followers and showcases some
of the best food around campus, Philadelphia and the world.
She'll makes your roommate’s abroad pics look amateur. With
her fabulous resume, reviews and recipes, Amanda continues to
remind us that it's possible to do it all—the rest of us are just
inadequate.

@FomoFood is for the comfort food lovers in us all.
The 'gram feature a variety of dishes and meals, but
we especially love this account for its dedication
to the sacred art of dessert. Whether it's a divine
donut, or an ice cream sundae that's just the dopest
thing you ever did see, @FomoFoodie delights,
tantalizes and makes us hate our SBK 2015 diet.

Nothing says Scene more than an insta at your
favorite Starr Group restaurant (Buddakan, anyone?). But if you can't insta your Parc chicken
rn, follow @StarrRestaurant. Stephen Starr is
the boss–ass–bitch of Philadelphia food, and
his group’s instagram account proves that. Filled
with fancy meals pics as well as promotional
info, @StarrRestaurant allows us to live every
week like its Restaurant Week.

The hometown hero, @PhiladelphiaFoodie is king of Philly–food–themed
Instagram scene (a surprisingly large
community). This media conglomerate shows us the best that the Philadelphia restaurant scene has to offer,
and no, that's not restricted to cheesesteaks. From the Italian market to
University City, @PhiladelphiaFoodie
has you covered––mostly in drool.

Now Leasing!
Flexible Leasing • Single and Double Rooms •
Individual Leases • All Amenities and Utilities Included

Call
215.662.0802
Email
AxisLeasing@AltmanCo.com

Stop in
20 South 36th Street
Today to learn how to make
The Axis your home away
from home!
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Here are your soon–to–
be favorite Philly food
pornographers.

@penndining

FUCK YOUR

And last, but certainly not least, there’s Penn Dining’s
illustrious instagram account. We love Penn Dining
for hungover Hill brunches and Houston sushi. Yes,
we tolerate their produce that feels and tastes like
baby food, but hey, at least there aren’t any fruit flies
in this picture of Commons baked goods!

INTEREST:

HALLOWEEN BREAKFAST EGG

Anyone with a Tinder or a real estate catalogue knows that pictures
lie, but nowhere is it more apparent than with the recipes pinned on
Pinterest.

The recipe: There are no instructions, just a picture of an egg, a packet
of ketchup and a packet of mustard, with the caption “these are all you
need!” I didn’t have ketchup so I used sriracha sauce, and my mustard
isn’t squirtable (gray poop–on, bitches) so I used more sriracha sauce.
The approach: I fried an egg. Then drew on it with sriracha sauce.
Why Pinterest can suck it: How are they gonna pretend like they used
packets for this kind of laser precision, computer–guided fuckery? I used
sriracha sauce, which has a relatively precise nozzle, and that shit just ran
all over the place.

ARTS

DEAD FUNNY: MASK AND WIG’S

A COMEDY OF TERRORS

WHERE: Mask and Wig Clubhouse, 310 South Quince
street
WHEN: Weekly performances until April 10th
HOW: Get your tickets at maskandwig.com/tickets for $15

Mask and Wig is back with their ghoulish gender bender, A Comedy of Terrors. It’s sure to raise your spirits.

Last Saturday, I headed off
campus to catch the Mask and
Wig show, A Comedy of Terrors. Looking to switch up my
weekend routine, I was keen
to replace the drama of Greek
life with, you know, actual
drama.
I wasn’t disappointed—
Mask and Wig’s latest spectacle is one hell of a (ghost) ride.
There were tap dancing
numbers, romantic ballads,
violent fights and cringe–worthy misunderstandings. The
amalgamation was woven
together with a funny script,
amplified by a dynamic score.
The evil villain was more

Scooby Doo than Saw—his
weapon of choice was a
ludicrous device called a
'Spectothingamabobulator.'
The campy Georgian costumes
included dresses with corsets
and billowing skirts. True to
form, Mask and Wig shows
milked their all–male cast
with drag that’d make RuPaul
proud.
And of course, there was an
album’s worth of catchy tunes,
like “Dying to Meet You” and
“Paranormal Guys”—the kind
of songs you’ll be humming to
yourself at 2am.
Perhaps the most powerful part of the show was the

main duo, Vince and Charlie,
played by Danny Rodriguez
and Joe Miciak, respectively. The pair bounced
from emotion to emotion, at
times courageous, depressed,
fearful, flirty and consumed
by greed. Another personal
favorite was the gas station
attendant, played by Nate
McLeod. I died laughing during the two minutes he stole
the stage.
In creating “A Comedy

of Terrors,” the crew and
designers were clearly set on
wowing the audience. They
hit you with all the tricks
they’ve got, and the actors
show off every mood and
emotion in their repertoire.
Every M&W club member
put love into their show and
that hard work shows: the
triple-threats taking center
stage, the talented musicians,
the technicians, stage managers and writers.

Mask and Wig does more
than make you laugh: They
give you a play, a musical, a
drama and a comedy showall
in one.
With an enthralling plot,
glorious costumes, extravagant makeup, wacky dancing, sensitive moments and
an expected dose of hilarity,
M&W kills it with “A Comedy of Terrors.”
NATASHA DOHERTY

$$$ GRANTS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR GROUP $$$

Serving
Philadelphia

for over

25

years!

City’s Most Popular Indian Buffet
Lunch Buffet
$9.95
Dinner Buffet
$12.95

Welcome
Welcome
15% offOF
CLASS
OF
CLASS
with this ad
Exp.2/23/12
4/11/12
Exp.
Exp.2/23/12
4/11/12
Exp.

2016

For Fast
Fast Delivery
Delivery Call
Call 215-386-1941
215-386-1941
For
Expires 2/28/2015
* Closed Mondays*

For Fast Delivery Call 215-386-1941

The Trustees’ Council of Penn Women (TCPW) is pleased to announce
its 2015-2016 Grants Program and encourages members of the
University community to apply.
Grants ranging between $1,000-$5,000 will be available to individuals or
organizations which promote:
• women’s issues
• the quality of undergraduate and graduate life for women
• the advancement of women
• the physical, emotional and psychological well-being of women
Favorable consideration will be given to projects that:
• affect a broad segment of the University population
• foster a greater awareness of women’s issues
• provide seed money for pilot programs that have the
potential to become ongoing self-supporting programs
To apply, visit the TCPW website at www.alumni.upenn.edu/tcpwgrants and download
the application from the TCPW Grant web page. Applications must be submitted no later than
February 13, 2015.
Awards will be announced in the Spring of 2015 and funds will be
distributed in July/August 2015 for projects in the 2015-2016 academic year.

4004 Chestnut Street or Order Online @ newdelhiweb.com
Exp.2/23/12
4/11/12
Exp.
Exp.2/23/12
4/11/12
Exp.

For Fast Delivery Call 215-386-1941
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LOWBROW

LOWBROW IS SICK
25 THINGS GOING
THROUGH YOUR
MIND WHEN YOU'RE
AT STUDENT HEALTH
Have you tried Mucinex?

1. Feeling very judged for refusing the face mask.
2. Are they going to remember me from that time I came in
because I thought my tampon was lost inside of me?
3. That guy is cute.
4. Oh god. He just coughed up something that looks like
an octopus. Oh GOD.
5. Maybe I’ll peruse some brochures while I wait.
6. “Diabetes and You!” seems interesting.
7. I feel like the exclamation mark was misleading, this
brochure is p. depressing.
8. Not sure what low blood sugar feels like, but 99% sure
I’m diabetic now.
9. Why don’t I have to fill out forms? Shouldn’t I have to fill
out forms?
10. Form is kind of a weird word.
11. Form. Farm. Ferm. Flurm.
12. Is this the real life? Is this just fantasy?
13. Student Health would be much more appealing if it gave
out lollipops.
14. That looks like a neat poster.
15. Oh, that’s an Ebola poster. Ebola looks a lot like a worm.
16. I feel like "acupuncture" and "massage" are sort of unnecessary services for SHS to offer when I’ve literally been sitting
here for two hours trying to get seen for a broken wrist.
17. Apparently, it has not been two hours. Father, it has been
23 minutes.
18. Women’s Health doctor keeps eyeing me. I think she
recognizes me from Tampongate.
19. Wow. There are a lot of condoms in that bucket.
20. I should probably take some condoms.
21. There’s no point in taking condoms when I’m never going to
have sex, because no one loves me.
22. I’m going to die alone.
23. Why did the doctor just ask me if I’ve tried Mucinex? I’m
here for a broken wrist.
24. Doc is still espousing the virtues of Mucinex. Wrist still
hurts.
25. Inexplicably left without a cast, but with a prescription for
Mucinex D.
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HOMEOPATHY AND YOU

LOWBROW

Homeopathic remedies that your hippie mom says, "totally work."
salt water.
Sore throat: Make sure you take Vitamin C and gargle with
The flu: Go to a real doctor. Fevers are
not a joke.

Headache: Bring Fava beans to the witch doctor. She
will know what to do and sacrifice the beans to the

Ear infection: Exorcism. Find a priest. Find
one now.

incarnate of health, Dr. Phil.

Heartburn: 80's punk music. Or like, Tum
s, I guess.

PMS: An old boot. See what you can create.

Broken arm: Medical meth. It's time.

Upset stomach: Brew a tea from the hair of your

bedex–lover. Only then will you cleanse yourself of the former
mate's malice, which haunts your stomach.

LOWBROW WROTE THIS UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF A TON OF PAINKILLERS.

CLINICALS:

LOWBROW INVESTIGATES
Clinicals are like rabbits. Everywhere and nowhere.
What the fuck is a clinical?
So you have a friend/roommate/crazy ex–lover who's a
nurse and she/he is ALWAYS
talking about clinicals. And
you silently ask yourself: What
is a clinical? We didn’t know
either, so we put on our journalist hats on and investigated.
“Clinical” actually comes
from the word “clean”because
nurses are all about hand–
washing. Sometimes they even
encourage the use of non–
foaming antibacterial agents.
Like Purell!
Nurses do a lot of hard work
during clinicals. They spend
long days doing things with,
and/or for, sick people. The
sick people benefit because

they get quality medical
care from "totally qualified"
undergraduates and the nurses
benefit because CLINICALS,
y’know?
Sometimes nurses m get to
observe doctors delivering
babies or even fetch tissues for
someone who has 'the sniffles.'
This is just a rumor, but
someone told us that clinicals
are really rewarding, but a lot
of work.
One nurse who wanted
to remain anonymous said,
“Sometimes the 5am wake up
is hard, but then you see all
the people you’re clinical–ing
for and it all feels super clinical. And that’s what makes it
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Shots is a directory of freelance photographers that aims to introduce
members of the Penn community to current or past photographers of
the Daily Pennsylvanian. We want to make it simple for you to match your
photography needs with experienced Photograpers.
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B AC K PAG E

Which crown jewel of the Penn alumni
a–list is your spirit animal?

NO

NO

YES

Do you live! laugh!
love! and dance like
nobody's watching?

O
N
O
N

YES

N
O

Do you have an
opinion on Zete vs.
Owls late nights?

NO

N
O

DONALD
TRUMP

WILLIAM
HENRY
HARRISON

Are you
cute, blonde
and hilarious?

YES

YES

Will you ever be
a US President?

Have you ever used the
phrase 'make love, not war'
without irony?

NO

YES

S
E
Y

Have you ever jumped
on stage/made out with Kenn
Kweder?

Do you say that
you're "socially
liberal" to make
people like you more?

YES

NO

ye
s

Do you buy the shit at
the bookstore that says
Wharton instead of Penn?

Can you identify PiLam, the
Kelly Writers House and the
Bio Pond on a campus map?

JOHN LEGEND

NO

YES

YES

YES

no

Won't you regret selling your soul to bastions
of finance?

Do you intend to
follow your corporate
pre–professional Penn
dreams?

ELIZABETH
BANKS

WARREN
BUFFET
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